Getting feedback on showings and conveying it to the seller is an important part of any listing agent’s job. And showing agents usually respond to feedback requests as a matter of professional courtesy.

As you might expect, I have my own opinions about this topic, as I do most real estate topics. For example, I think it’s crazy to ask showing agents to give you feedback on the price of your listing. Nothing could be more useless and potentially misleading. For example, if my client is contemplating an offer on your listing, how can you expect me to give you honest feedback? I’d probably tell you it was priced low even if it is not, because I want my client’s home to sell before yours. Even without those considerations, I shouldn’t be expected to formulate an opinion about price unless my client is contemplating an offer and needs my opinion of the listing price. Only then will I look at the comps in the neighborhood and come to an opinion about whether that listing is overpriced or priced about right.

Too often I get emailed feedback requests with multiple-choice questions. I much prefer getting the following open-ended question: “What did your client like or dislike about this listing?” Then I can actually say something useful!

Like many brokerages, Golden Real Estate uses a showing service to set showings for our listings, and our showing service offers, at no additional cost, to request feedback from the showing agent on each showing. We at Golden Real Estate choose not to use that free service. We find it more effective to send our own emails (asking that single open-ended question), and we get a high response rate from doing so. When the replies come in, we forward them to our sellers. If there is no response, my assistant sends a second request, and only if there is still no response do I place a call.

Some agents (or their assistants) make phone calls instead of sending emails, but this can be annoying, because the phone may ring at a moment when I am ill prepared to provide useful feedback, such as showing homes. Just this week, I asked such an assistant to please send me emails instead of calling me, and she probably thought I was rude or putting her off. But the fact is, she’ll get better feedback that way.